VHI IN THE NEWS

CARDIAC CARE

New Hospitals in your Area Rate on Cardiac Care
The VHI Cardiac Care Report Ranks Hospitals admission and Mortality Rates

Wednesday, Mar 6, 2013 -- www.vhi.org is the Most Comprehensive Source for Virginia Health Information and Comparisons

VIRGINIA News from VHI

VIRGINIA Health Information (VHI) is a click away and has just released the most up-to-date information on cardiac care. The latest data shows that while hospital readmission rates after a heart-related procedure is almost double among Medicaid and Medicare patients compared to those who are commercially insured, that rate has been steadily decreasing over the past three years. To assess the report, go to www.vhi.org — click on cardiac care, type in your zip code and miles radius, then click show results and compare hospitals.

Virginia Health Information Issues 2012 Report on HMO Cost & Quality
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Report: Virginia health care cost transparency below most

Cost

Latest numbers from a nonprofit website show health care costs as largest variable in cost procedures

Virginia Health Information. As released last week online by Virginia Health Information, along with updated cost information for Virginia's 107 health services. A government-endorsed nonprofit website which has operated since 1993, enables consumers to compare and contrast costs for the consumer.

Virginia Enrollments Grows to More Than 1.1 Million in Virginia

HMO Enrollment Grows to More Than 1.1 million in Virginia

RICHMOND, Va., Oct. 1, 2012 /PRNewswire-USNewswire -- For the first consecutive year, Virginia Health Information (VHI) is offering employers and health care consumers in Virginia a tool with which they can compare and track HMO performance on key cost and quality measures. "InHMO Compare," a free, online report published today, contains a wealth of relevant data to inform the purchasers of health care coverage during the open enrollment season. The report may be viewed on VHI's website at http://vhi.org/HMOCompare.asp.

According to the report, average premiums per member per month increased 7% from 2010 to 2011. "Companies with HMO's can afford to compare their health care options," said John W. Wilkerson, a business executive on the VHI Board of Directors and director of Geographic Health IT for MedebaWeb.
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